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Two buildings collapse in Rio de Janerio (42)
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: People react after two buildings collapsed in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: People react after two buildings collapsed in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: People react after two buildings collapsed in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: People react after two buildings collapsed in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: Rescue workers work at the site of collapsed buildings in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL - APRIL 12: People react after two buildings collapsed in Muzema, community in the West Zone of Rio de Janerio, Brazil on April 12, 2019. Two buildings collapsed in the Muzema, a community in the West Zone of Rio. At least five people died and nine were injured. Firefighters search the rubble to find other victims. FABIO TEIXEIRA / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Firefighters try to find victims amid the debris of two buildings that collapsed in Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019.  The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding.  (Jose Lucena/Futura Press via AP)
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Firefighters search for survivors amid the debris of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters search for survivors amid the debris of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters search for survivors in the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters place an injured person into a helicopter who was rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters accompany an injured person who was rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher a person rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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An aerial view of the site where two buildings collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Renato Spyrro)
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Firefighters place into a helicopter an injured person who was rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher a woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher to a helicopter a woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher a woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Residents watch as a helicopter prepares to take off carrying an injured woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher a woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Residents embrace after learning their relatives are survivors of the two collapsed buildings in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Residents react with relief after learning that their relatives are survivors of the two collapsed buildings in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters accompany an injured child who was rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters prepare to transport a child rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters search for survivors in the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Residents watch a helicopter fly past transporting an injured person who was rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Firefighters remove on a stretcher a woman rescued from the rubble of two buildings that collapsed in the Muzema neighborhood, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Friday, April 12, 2019. The collapse came in a western part of the city that was particularly hard hit by heavy rains this week that caused massive flooding. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)
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Rescue workers celebrate after carrying a person injured in a building collapse, onto a helicopter, in Muzema, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on April 12, 2019. - At least two people were killed Friday when two buildings collapsed in a hillside neighborhood west of Rio de Janeiro, a region hard hit by heavy rain and flash floods in the past days, firefighters said. (Photo by CARL DE SOUZA / AFP)
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